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This article is about the object. You may be looking for an episode. The Jean Jacket is a piece of clothing that has been discovered by bears. The jacket is regarded as a mystical item of clothing, having the right to decide someone's fate in various situations, using luck. He made his first and only appearance in the title episode of Jean Jacket. The contents of the show Appearance
Is a dark blue jacket, presumably made of denim, with a portrait of a tiger on the back, various spatial and planetary things, such as planets, stars or comets, around a tiger. The backs are also bedazzled with different different jewels. A Gin Jacket Jacket was found by Grizzly while searching for his music sheet in a dumpster after the wind blew him away. The ice bear jumps to help
him. Seeing the flicker among the debris, Grizzly digs into it and finds a blinded denim jacket. The bears try it on and start using the jacket. Their time taking turns with the jacket goes well for a while, as they believe it has great powers that bring them good luck. As soon as they return home with a jacket after the rain starts, the bears begin to fight for it, but eventually realize that
the jacket is cursed, in which grizz realizes that the jacket destroys their brotherhood, appealing to the greed of each of them, after accidentally injuring the Panda. They return the jacket to where it once came from when Grizzly jumps into a dumpster and then goes out, lifting the curse. Trivia Despite its obvious strength to shift someone's luck, there were several scenes in the
episode where it may seem that the cases were just coincidences; However, a few other scenes seemed like they might not have been a match at all. Jean's jacket is based on a jacket owned by Eric Edelstein, an grizzly actor. The Jean jacket is the only mystical object in the series so far. Links We Naked Bears Stacked Bears Pin $14.95 We Naked Bears Stacked Bears Keychain
$14.95 We Naked Bears Panda Backpack Clip $11.95 We Bare Bears Like, Like Like Heather Adult T-shirt $24.95 We Naked Bears Blue Stack Premium Puff Ink T-Shirt T-Shirt $24.95 We Naked Bears Puff Ink Premium Adult T-Shirt $24.95 We Naked Bears Squad Goal Navy Pullover Sweatshirt $35.95 We Naked Bears Take Care of It Light Blue T-Shirt For Adults 39.95 We
Naked Bears Cuddle Bears Magnet $14.95 We Naked Bears Stacked Bears Magnet $14.95 We Naked Bears Temporary Tattoo Pack $14.95 We Naked Bears Ice Bear Club White Mug $14.95 We Naked Bears Kale Stack Adult White Hoodie $14.95 We're Naked Bears Take Care of Him Light Blue Youth T-shirt $19.95 We Naked Bears Kale Stack Adult White Shirt $24.95 We
Naked Bears Kale Stack Youth White Shirt $19.95 We Naked Bears Burritos Full Me White Mug $14.95 We're Naked Bears Group Pose Light Grey Pullover $44.95 We're Naked Bears Like Heather and Heather Adult Hoodie $39.95 We Naked Bears Pocket Print Navy T-shirt $24.95 Edit Bears Find a Jacket That's brings them luck when they wear it. Plot Summary (en) Add
Synopsis Animation Adventure (en) Comedy Family Life Fantasy Parents Guide: Add content advisory for parents edit Eric Edelstein (Grizz) owns the same jacket that is used in this episode. Read more : User reviews of the Gene Jacket Gallery Transcript This article is about this episode. You may be looking for an object. Season Episode Total 1 9 Manny Hernandez, Madeleine
Sharafian, Adam Campbell, Eric Favela Manny Hernandez, Madeleine Sharafian, Adam Campbell, Eric Favela Previous Next Primal Nom Jean Jacket is the 9th episode of the first season of We Bare Bears and episode 9th in general. Content of the show Summary After finding a dazzled denim jacket in a dumpster, the Bears are fighting over who gets to wear happy clothes. The
plot of the episode begins with a montage of different people who make street performances, each of which gets a lot of money. The Bears then decided to try and make their own street show by performing a song of their own creation called Be Funky and Fresh, with Grizzly beat-box, ice bear on bagpipes, and panda on tambourine. When they finish their song, no one gives them
any change. Grizzly comments about how they're not very good, and Panda gets his foot stuck in an elastic band. Grizzly looks across the street at the pantomime and wonders how he's doing so well. Grizzly then searches for the next sheet of music while Ice Bear tries to act like a pantomime. The ice bear attacks the bagpipes and falls into the Grizzly. When they fall, in one
quarter they got falls out of the cup and just above the storm drain. The panda approaches them, saying his leg is finally free, but travels to the bagpipes and causes the air to blow out of it, causing the quarter to fall into the storm drain. Then it starts raining. The Grizzlies said unfortunately they probably should go home, as they don't get any luck. Immediately after he says this,
the wind suddenly blows all their music cans into the dumpster. Bears chase him and search him in a dumpster. Instead of finding the musical sheets, Grizzly finds something completely different; Jean's jacket. The rain then suddenly stops, and Panda questions what it is. Grizzly says it's a pants jacket and continues to wear it. The panda says they have to throw him back into the
dumpster, but before he can, Grizzly gets three consecutive high fives from complete strangers, commenting on his sweet jacket. Grizzly, in awe, takes off his jacket and says they can't throw it away, supporting it with the fact that he hasn't got any high fives in a few months, but has just got three in a row. The panda tries it on and finds a legitimate tender in the right pocket. The
icy bear then tries him on, and when he turns his head, the newspaper flies on Face. On closer inspection he realizes that the newspaper coupon for 25% of salsa dance lessons, and claims: This is the best thing that happened to Ice Bear. Bears go to the food market and surprised at how the automatic door opened for them. Grizzly says the jacket brings them luck and wants to
test their strength. The panda reaches for him, but Grizzly says he's the first. Bears pass through the store to find 50% of the frozen pizza bagels. They grab a pile and put them in the basket. When checking out they stand in a very crowded queue. Just like the Ice Bear decides to put on a jacket, the cash register opens, and they immediately go to him. Next, the Bears are waiting
on the stoplight. As soon as they arrive, the light turns green. They rejoice and cross the street. At the next light stop, it also turns green instantly, and they rejoice once again. Later, at a picnic, panda takes a selfie with an ice bear. After he publishes it, it gets a lot of likes and nice comments. The next scene is a montage of each of the bears wearing a denim jacket and walking
down the street. The next scene is the bears forming a circle around the jacket and then falling around it. Grizzly says it was the best day of his life and that he can't wait to wear it for handball practice. The panda interrupts him, claiming that he needs it tomorrow because he can cut himself up with some girls in the cafe. The ice bear then interrupts Panda, saying he needs him for
everyday fuss. Grizzly says it's not a good reason, and it's starting to rain. Bears huddle over the jacket, so as not to get wet and stay in this formation, wearing it in the cave. As soon as they get inside, Grizzly and others cuddle the jacket, glad they found it. Grizzly then continues to take the jacket to his room. The panda stops him and says they have to split the jacket equally.
Grizzly makes a compromise by finding a solution-machine, arguing that whoever he lands on will get the jacket first. He certainly lands on the Grizzly, and he goes with his jacket to the bathroom. Panda and Ice Bear follow and break into the bathroom, saying he's had it long enough. Grizzly gives it to Pande and, four seconds later, says the time has come. Then the panda gives
it to the Ice Bear, and without warning the Ice Bear runs away with it. Grizzly and Panda chase him, and the Panda eventually slams him to the ground. Three fight for the jacket, but stop when they realize that someone accidentally hit Panda. They all agree that the jacket controls them and throw away the jacket to avoid splitting apart. The bears managed to throw the jacket in
the bin, but soon after they do so, the doorbell. Grizzly responds and sees that it is a pizza delivery man. Grizzly says they don't order pizza, but they're a delivery man in charge that it's free and they can just take it. He also gives the Grizzly denim jacket back, which he found on their doorstep. The man leaves, and the Grizzly goes back inside. The panda takes the jacket and
thinks that the jacket reaches for them. Panda says Grizzly doesn't eat pizza, as it's basically like eating Jackets. Grizzly agrees and ice ice takes the jacket and throws it out the window. It returns, however, and with a bunch of dance class coupons. The ice bear looks in shock, but shakes his head. The panda then takes the jacket and tries to flush it down the toilet. It returns,
however, and Panda immediately receives 14 online message dates. He burst into tears and claims that the jacket is chasing them. Grizzly says the only way to get rid of the jacket is to get it back from where it came from; Dumpster. On the way to the dumpster, bears face examples of luck; Vending machines give them free fizzy drinks and snacks and free cupcakes given to cup
cake coffee. Grizzly says they should ignore the siren jacket calls and continue on the way to the dumpster. As soon as they arrive, the Bears try to throw the jacket into the dumpster, but it flies out of their hands and tries to attack them. The bears are trying to capture it, but not. The jacket manages to wrap itself on Grizzly's body, and Grizzly almost drops into a gift jacket again,
but once again convinced Panda not to give in to him. Grizzly does the only thing that can get rid of a denim jacket; he jumps into the dumpster, sacrificing himself. The rain stops, and the panda begins to cry in the shoulder of the ice bear, saying that he misses him. Soon, however, grizzly will emerge from the dumpster, alive and without a jacket. The two run to him and pick him
up, glad he was back. The Grizzlies say they never have to worry about the jacket anymore, and the three begin their walk home. Some time later, the garbage truck comes and gets rid of all the garbage, everything except the jacket. Three friends walk down the street when they see a jacket. One of them bends down to pick him up. Features Characters Grizzly Bear Panda Bear
Ice Bear Locations The Bear Cave Food Market The City Objects Music I'm An Instigator This My Squad Jean Jacket End Sequence Trivia There were two guest artists on this episode; Eric Favela and Adam Campbell. Eric Favela is also the artist for the promo image for this episode. This is the second episode in which Panda cried, the first of which is Our Stuff. The panda cried
a total of 3 times during the episode. While it wasn't clear, the Ice Bear was the culprit of the one who accidentally hit the panda. Jean's jacket is based on the jacket Eric Edelstein, the voice actor Grizzly owns. The episode has the first appearance of a supernatural object in the series. This applies to the game trump, the player who received the card will be lucky, but whoever
received the last card or the joker will experience bad luck. You need to hand over the card to avoid bad luck. Mistakes International Premiere August 23, 2015 (Canada) September 21, 2015 (UK and Ireland) October 19, 2015 (Latin America, Brazil) November 9, 2015 (Turkey) December 3, 2015 (CEE, RSEE, Poland, Benelux) December 6, 2015 (Germany) December 12, 2015
(Portugal) December 20, 2015 (Africa Video) We Bare - Gene Jacket (Sneak Peek)Add a photo to this gallery Links Links we bare bears jacket episode. we bare bears jacket penshoppe. we bare bears jacket song. we bare bears jacket shopee. we bare bears jacket philippines. we bare bears jacket lazada. we bare bears jacket for sale. penshoppe we bare bears jacket price
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